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Antikschmuck mandala 

"Artful Antiques"

If you're looking to give your home a new look, you might want to go

vintage with a trip to Antikschmuck mandala. This store has a vast

assortment of intricately-crafted collectables for you to pick from, but

what it is best known for is the selection of antique jewelry and netsuke.

There are some beautiful Japanese miniature sculptures, among which

the mythical and supernatural animals are particularly attractive. Those

fascinated by ancient civilizations are sure to love the Egyptian amulets

and Hellenistic jewelry.

 +49 69 2193 2995  Hasengasse 3, Frankfurt
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Niederlintner Fine Antiques 

"Unmatched Traditional Style!"

Niederlintner Fine Antiques offers you a collection that is unmatched and

unique. Antiques of rare kinds like tables, home decor items, writing room

furniture, clocks, and many more original knick knacks are an absolute

surprise. You could also mix and match furniture that best goes with the

interiors of your homes. Check out the website for all the products.

 +49 69 28 8239  www.fine-antiques.de/  post@niederlintner.de  Fahrgasse 25-23, Frankfurt
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Leipold-Markt 

"Rare Finds!"

Situated in Sachsenhausen, Leipold-Markt is an absolute surprise. The

collection available here is everything from the most delicate collectibles

to traditional and big items. Be it clocks, crockery, paintings or ethnic

tables, chairs, home decor, this place features everything unique and rare.

Check out the website for detailed information on all their products.

 +49 69 43 5674  www.leipold-markt.de/  anfrage@leipold-depot.de  Gluckstraße 8, Frankfurt
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